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The Neural Underpinnings of Processing
Newly Taught Semantic Information:
The Role of Retrieval Practice
Eileen Haebig,a Laurence B. Leonard,b Patricia Deevy,b
Jennifer Schumaker,b Jeffrey D. Karpicke,c and Christine Weberb

Purpose: Recent behavioral studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of implementing retrieval practice into learning
tasks for children. Such approaches have revealed that
repeated spaced retrieval (RSR) is particularly effective in
promoting children’s learning of word form and meaning
information. This study further examines how retrieval practice
enhances learning of word meaning information at the
behavioral and neural levels.
Method: Twenty typically developing preschool children
were taught novel words using an RSR learning schedule
for some words and an immediate retrieval (IR) learning
schedule for other words. In addition to the label, children
were taught two arbitrary semantic features for each item.
Following the teaching phase, children’s learning was tested
using recall tests. In addition, during the 1-week follow-up,
children were presented with pictures and an auditory
sentence that correctly labeled the item but stated correct
or incorrect semantic information. Event-related brain potentials
(ERPs) were time locked to the onset of the words noting
the semantic feature. Children provided verbal judgments of

whether the semantic feature was correctly paired with the
item.
Results: Children recalled more labels and semantic features
for items that had been taught in the RSR learning schedule
relative to the IR learning schedule. ERPs also differentiated
the learning schedules. Mismatching label–meaning pairings
elicited an N400 and late positive component (LPC) for both
learning conditions; however, mismatching RSR pairs elicited
an N400 with an earlier onset and an LPC with a longer
duration, relative to IR mismatching label–meaning pairings.
These ERP timing differences indicated that the children
were more efficient in processing words that were taught in
the RSR schedule relative to the IR learning schedule.
Conclusions: Spaced retrieval practice promotes learning
of both word form and meaning information. The findings
lay the necessary groundwork for better understanding of
processing newly learned semantic information in preschool
children.
Supplemental Material: https://doi.org/10.23641/asha.
15063060

T

it ideal for application to populations who face learning
challenges. For example, we might be able to bolster learners’
outcomes in an efficient way by adding a retrieval component to already-existing learning activities.
Children would seem to be an obvious beneficiary of
retrieval practice, yet, to date, they have been the focus of
relatively few studies (see Fritz et al., 2007; Karpicke et al.,
2016; Leonard, Deevy, et al., 2019; and Leonard, Karpicke,
et al., 2019, as recent exceptions). The aim of this study is
to build on what is known about the process of retrieval practice in children’s learning. We focus on word learning, as
words and their meanings constitute an important part of the
knowledge children must accrue during their development.
Karpicke and his colleagues have demonstrated in
adult studies that retrieval attempts throughout a learning
phase yield long-term retention improvements between 50%
and 150% relative to conditions that have equivalent or greater

here has been a recent resurgence in research applying principles of retrieval practice to better understand learning. The core insight of this study is
that, instead of retrieval serving solely as a means of assessing what has already been learned, the act of retrieval actually enhances learning. This property of retrieval makes
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study opportunities without retrieval prompts (Karpicke &
Blunt, 2011; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007, 2008). These
retrieval-based benefits appear to extend to children. For example, Karpicke et al. (2016) revealed that, relative to a repeated study condition, 9- to 12-year-old children were much
more likely to recall and recognize words from a list that was
taught if they participated in the retrieval practice condition.
Karpicke et al. also found that the retrieval practice effect
was broad and not influenced by the children’s individual
differences in reading comprehension skills or processing
speed. In recent word learning studies in preschool children,
Leonard, Karpicke, et al. (2019) found that both typically
developing (TD) preschoolers and preschool children with
developmental language disorder (DLD; often referred to as
specific language impairment within the literature) also benefit
from repeated retrieval practice. Leonard, Karpicke, et al.
found that both groups of preschool children more successfully learned novel labels for exotic plants and animals when
the labels were taught in a repeated retrieval condition relative to a repeated study condition. Although impressive, it is
reasonable to ask whether similar benefits can be found under
different retrieval conditions and whether certain retrieval
schedules promote learning more than others.
Haebig et al. (2019) extended the Leonard, Karpicke,
et al. (2019) study and demonstrated that preschool children benefitted from a particular retrieval schedule—one
that spaced out retrieval opportunities. This schedule is
often referred to as repeated spaced retrieval (RSR) practice or repeated retrieval with contextual reinstatement.
Haebig et al. directly compared learning between words
that were taught using either an RSR learning schedule or
an immediate retrieval (IR) learning schedule. Importantly,
the two conditions were equivalent in the number of exposures to each novel word label (i.e., word form) and the information about each item (i.e., meaning). Moreover, the
conditions were also equivalent in the number of retrieval
prompts. Thus, the only difference between the conditions
was in the timing of the retrieval prompts. During the IR
schedule, children were prompted to retrieve the word label
and meaning immediately after teaching. In contrast, for
words taught in the RSR condition, retrieval prompts were
spaced out and appeared after exposure to other words
(i.e., delayed retrieval). Haebig et al. found that preschool
children with typical development and with DLD more accurately recalled the newly taught labels and meanings when
words were taught using the RSR learning schedule. This
effect was largest for recalling the novel labels. Word meaning recall was slightly higher when taught in the RSR
condition; however, the word meaning recall accuracy
approached ceiling, limiting the interpretation of the effects
of RSR on learning semantic information.
Although the literature has yet to reach a consensus
about the exact mechanism underlying retrieval-based effects, Karpicke et al. (2016) propose that the robust effects
of retrieval practice are best explained by the “episodic context account.” According to this account, repeated spaced
retrieval practice prompts individuals to reinstate the prior
learning context for a specific piece of information (i.e.,
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contextual reinstatement; Lehman et al., 2014; Whiffen &
Karpicke, 2017). This process thereby strengthens cues from
the learning context that facilitated retrieval of the information. In addition, features from the current context may
become integrated with the item representation to form
an enhanced representation. Thus, the enhanced representation contains features from the past and current contexts
that can serve as cues and thereby reduce the search set to
further support success during subsequent retrieval attempts.
In contrast to RSR schedules, IR schedules require little to
no contextual reinstatement because the context has barely
changed from the learning context that has just passed.
Therefore, the representation of the learned item does not
become significantly enhanced with the IR practice.
It is important to note that contextual reinstatement
is believed to occur across various conditions. For instance,
one can easily assume that contextual reinstatement occurs
when the physical environment differs between the learning phase and the test phase. However, such an extreme
change is not necessary to engage contextual reinstatement
during a retrieval attempt. Whiffen and Karpicke (2017)
present a particularly insightful example of retrieval benefits within a study with minimal contextual change. Within
this study, college students were presented two lists of words
that were separated by a distracter task. Following this, half
of the participants were presented with all of the words
from both lists together for a study phase. The other half of
the participants were presented with all of the words from
both lists but were asked to indicate for each word whether
it had been presented in the first or the second list. Whiffen
and Karpicke (2017) found during subsequent recall testing
that accuracy was higher for the participants who had been
asked to identify each word’s list set membership. Importantly,
the participants were not directed to attend to the order of
the word presentation during the initial learning phase. Therefore, the participants had encoded details including the order
of presentation without being directed to do so, and a prompt
to recall this contextual detail positively influenced recall accuracy. Within the context of the Haebig et al. (2019) word
learning study, contextual reinstatement is believed to be engaged when a word retrieval prompt occurs after the presentation of a word that differs from the target word. This slight
change in context appears for words in the RSR learning
condition but not for those in the IR learning condition.
Within the impressive retrieval practice studies that
have been documented in the literature, it has become clear
that the act of attempting to retrieve information facilitates
learning. Adult studies have indicated that early success in
recalling the target item leads to improved recall during a
delayed test (Gordon et al., 2020). However, it has also
been demonstrated that even if an individual is unsuccessful in retrieving the correct information, a benefit can still
be experienced as long as feedback is provided. Butler et al.
(2008) demonstrated the importance of feedback on both
correct and incorrect retrieval attempts during the learning
phase. For instance, adults experienced high levels of accuracy at the final test if they received feedback after providing
an incorrect response during a retrieval attempt in the learning
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phase. Additionally, adults benefitted from feedback even
when the retrieval attempt was accurate; this feedback benefit was particularly strong if the individual had low confidence
in the accuracy of their response. In a word learning study
conducted with sixth grade children, Metcalfe et al. (2009)
demonstrated that children also benefit from feedback. As
such, the recent retrieval practice studies that have been conducted with preschool children have included feedback (typically referred to as “study” or “re-study”) after each retrieval
prompt (e.g., Haebig et al., 2019; Leonard, Deevy, et al.,
2019; Leonard, Karpicke, et al., 2019).
In addition to the behavioral results documenting
recall performance, Haebig et al. (2019) presented neurophysiological data that revealed differences in the underlying
neural correlates associated with processing the newly taught
labels that were presented in the RSR and IR conditions.
To do this, they examined an event-related brain potential
(ERP) component that indexes semantic violations, that
is, the N400 (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas & Hillyard,
1984). When the preschool children were shown a picture of
one of the exotic plants or animals and presented with the
incorrect label (i.e., mismatch trial), an N400 was apparent
only if the label had been taught within the RSR learning condition. This finding provided further evidence that RSR schedules promote more effective learning of novel word forms.
The Haebig et al. (2019) study provided an important first step in using a multilevel approach to examine
how some retrieval practice schedules promote word learning more than other schedules in preschool children. Importantly, successful word learning requires individuals to
complete a complex process of processing the phonological
information in the new words, associating it with the appropriate referent, mapping additional meaning onto the
phonological form of the word, and relating the new meaning with previous conceptual knowledge (Alt et al., 2004;
Hay et al., 2011; Nation, 2014). As such, the next logical
step is to further examine how repeated retrieval practice influences learning of nonphonological aspects of words. This
study extends the previous work conducted by Leonard,
Karpicke, Haebig, and colleagues by applying a multilevel
approach to examining how retrieval practice influences
child learning of word meaning. This emphasis allows for
a more thorough understanding of word learning that better captures depth of word knowledge.
It is important to carefully examine how young children learn semantic features of words because vocabulary
depth is an important predictor of academic abilities. Specifically, depth of vocabulary knowledge predicts decoding
skills for irregular words early in reading development
(Ouellette & Beers, 2010), and it predicts reading comprehension skills (Lawrence et al., 2019; Ouellette, 2006). In
addition, within the field of speech-language pathology,
semantic learning is particularly important to understand
because children with DLD have been found to have superficial word knowledge, evidenced by less information in
word definitions (Marinellie & Johnson, 2002; McGregor
et al., 2012, 2013) and less detailed definitions and drawings (McGregor et al., 2002). Children with DLD also

recognize and report fewer semantic features of newly taught
words (Alt et al., 2004). Lastly, compared to TD peers, children with DLD experience slower growth in lexical depth
(even more so than growth in breadth of lexical knowledge;
McGregor et al., 2013).

This Study
In this study, we present two experiments that expand
upon Haebig et al. (2019) by shifting the focus to learning
more semantically rich nouns using two retrieval-based
learning schedules in TD preschool children. Haebig et al.
demonstrated that retrieval practice that requires contextual
reinstatement (i.e., RSR) promotes word learning relative to
a retrieval practice that requires little to no contextual reinstatement (i.e., IR). As previously noted, this difference in
learning condition was rather small when testing children’s
learning of word meaning, which potentially occurred because children attained near-ceiling levels during word meaning recall tests. Therefore, because true word knowledge
incorporates much more than knowledge of the word’s
phonological form, in this study, we doubled the semantic
information that was taught for each novel word. Therefore, in addition to learning novel labels for unfamiliar
animals and plants, the children were explicitly taught two
semantic facts: what each item likes and what happens to
each item when it grows. We then examined whether learning of semantic information benefits more from an RSR
learning schedule relative to an IR learning schedule.
In Experiment 1, we present behavioral data from a
5-min postlearning test and a 1-week postlearning test. The
behavioral measures included a word form recall task, word
meaning recall task, and a form–referent link recognition
task. In addition, in Experiment 2, we expand upon the
Haebig et al. (2019) study by incorporating a different electroencephalographic (EEG) task. Haebig et al. (2019) demonstrated in a picture–label match–mismatch task that
children developed stronger referent–label (word form) pairings when they were learned in the RSR condition. In
Experiment 2, we shift our focus to the newly taught semantic information, which is a novel contribution to the child
ERP literature more broadly. The ERP correlates of semantic processing offer information about the depth of learning
resulting from the two learning conditions. This study serves
as an initial step in better understanding the role of repeated
retrieval practice on semantic learning, which is important
given that children with atypical language development
(e.g., children with DLD and children with autism spectrum
disorder) frequently demonstrate deficits in depth of word
knowledge in addition to limitations in breadth of word knowledge (e.g., Anns et al., 2020; McGregor et al., 2012, 2013).
Across the two experiments that we present in this
study, we ask the following questions: Does RSR practice
enhance novel word learning to a greater degree than IR
practice? Is this advantage seen for both word form and
meaning? Based on previous findings, we hypothesize that
word forms and meanings taught in the RSR condition will
yield more successful learning than word forms and meanings
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taught in the IR condition. Furthermore, we predict that
we will observe evidence of enhanced RSR-associated learning of word meaning information at both the behavioral
and neural levels.

in at least one ear. Handedness was assessed using an abbreviated handedness assessment (Edinburg Handedness Inventory; Oldfield, 1971). All children were right-handed with
the exception of one child who was left-handed.

Word Learning Task

Experiment 1
Method
Participants
Participants included 20 TD children that were between
the ages of 4;0 and 6;3 (years;months; M = 5.05 years, SD =
1.63). The sample included 11 girls and nine boys. All of the
children were reported to be Caucasian, and two children
were also reported to be Hispanic. The study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board. All participants provided
verbal assent, and a parent or legal guardian provided informed written consent.

Standardized Assessments
The children completed a battery of standardized assessments. Receptive vocabulary was assessed using the
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth Edition (Dunn &
Dunn, 2007), and expressive vocabulary was assessed using
the Expressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition (Williams,
2007). Nonverbal cognitive scores were assessed using
either the Primary Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (n =
5; Ehrler & McGhee, 2008) or the Kaufman Assessment
Battery for Children–Second Edition (n = 10; Kaufmann
& Kaufman, 2004); however, nonverbal cognitive scores
were not obtained for five children because the visit protocol was shortened. Each child performed within or above
1 SD from the mean on all language and cognitive measures. In addition, parents confirmed that their children were
not currently and did not have a history of receiving special
education services. See Table 1 for participant characteristics.
Hearing was screened at 20 dB through headphones
at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz (American Speech-LanguageHearing Association, 1997). All children passed each frequency

Table 1. Participant characteristics.
Characteristic
Chronological age (years)
Nonverbal cognition (standard score)a
Receptive vocabulary (standard score)b
Expressive vocabulary (standard score)c
Maternal years of education

M

SD

5.05
117.13
118.40
114.65
16

0.63
12.64
10.06
10.07
2.18

a
Primary Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (Ehrler & McGhee, 2008) or
Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children–Second Edition (Kaufmann
& Kaufman, 2004). Nonverbal cognitive scores were not obtained
for five children. bPeabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth Edition
(Dunn & Dunn, 2007). cExpressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition
(Williams, 2007).
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Children were taught six novel words that corresponded
to six unfamiliar pictures. Two words were monosyllabic,
following a consonant–vowel–consonant (CVC) syllable
shape, and four words were disyllabic with syllable–initial
stress with an even number following a consonant–vowel–
consonant–vowel (CVCV) and consonant–vowel–consonant–
vowel–consonant syllable shape. Together, monosyllabic
and disyllabic words make up 90% of the word tokens that
are spoken to children between 2 and 6 years of age, based
on the child-directed language transcripts in the CHILDES
database (Roark & Demuth, 2000). The consonants within
the novel words consisted of early-emerging sounds that can
be easily produced by most preschoolers. None of the novel
words contained the same word–initial phoneme. The six
novel words were the following: /nɛp/, /jʌt/, /daɪbo/, /fumi/,
/kodəm/, and /pobɪk/. The two CVC novel words also were
used in the Leonard, Karpicke, et al. (2019) study, and all
six novel words were used in Haebig et al. (2019); none of
the participants in this study participated in the Haebig
et al. or Leonard, Karpicke, et al. study.
Three novel words were taught in the IR learning
condition, and three were taught in the RSR learning condition. Furthermore, each novel word was counterbalanced
for the learning condition (IR vs. RSR) across children. The
novel words were matched between the learning condition
on syllable shape, phonotactic probability (average biphone
frequency), and phonological neighborhood density, based
on the Storkel and Hoover (2010) child language corpora
database. The picture referents of exotic plants and animals
consisted of colored photographs used by McGregor (2014);
the real names of these items are typically unknown even to
adults. Our linguistic and pictorial stimuli can be found in
our Supplemental Material S1.
The word learning task was presented using a computer presentation program on a laptop. The novel words
were taught using a block design, with words blocked within
each learning condition. The children completed four blocks
across two consecutive days. Two blocks (each block consisting of an IR and RSR sequence) were presented on each day
with a 5-min break provided between each block; each block
presentation was approximately 10 min in length. Lastly, we
counterbalanced the order of the learning conditions across
children.
In addition to presenting the word form, we provided
semantic information about each novel item (i.e., what
each item likes and what happens when it grows). The
words that provided the semantic information were earlyacquired words that are included on the MacArthur–Bates
Communicative Development Inventory (Fenson et al.,
2006), which is a parent-report checklist to document
word knowledge for children between the ages of 8 and
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30 months. Importantly, none of the semantic information
could be inferred from the picture; therefore, associative
learning was necessary to correctly connect the semantic
information to each novel word and pictured referent. Each
novel word was presented 4 times within each trial, and
each piece of semantic information was presented once
(e.g., “This is a /nɛp/. It’s a /nɛp/. A /nɛp/ likes worms.” “When
a /nɛp/ grows, it gets round.”). Therefore, in total, each novel
word was presented 32 times, and each word meaning (i.e.,
what it likes and what happens when it grows) was presented
8 times. Furthermore, each word form and each word meaning had six retrieval opportunities during the learning phase.
The auditory stimuli were recorded by a young adult female
from the Midwest. The sound stimuli were normalized to have
an amplitude of approximately 65 dB using Praat software
(Boersma & Weenink, 2006).
At the beginning of the word learning task, children
were told that they were going to play a game with two
cartoon characters. The examiner explained, “they went on
a trip and they learned about some new animals and plants.
They want to tell you about each one so you can learn
about them too. They will show you a picture and tell
you the name, and what it likes and what happens when
it grows. Do you think you can remember?” The examiner then used a laptop computer to present the word learning experiment. As depicted in Figure 1, during the first
sequence of presentations of words that were taught in the
RSR condition, the word form and meaning were initially
presented to the children (i.e., first “study”). Following the
initial study presentation, the children were immediately
prompted to retrieve the information that was taught. In
this retrieval trial, the picture of the target animal or plant
was displayed on the screen and prompts for the word
label and meanings were presented (form: “What’s this
called? What do we call this?”; meaning-like: “What does
this one like? What does it like?”; and meaning-grow:
“What happens when it grows? When it grows, it…”).
After each retrieval trial, the label and semantic information were presented again (i.e., second “study,” serving as
feedback). The subsequent retrieval trials for the same word

occurred only after the two other RSR words had been
presented. Thus, the first retrieval occurred with no other
words intervening, but the second two retrieval trials occurred after two other words had intervened; this formed
what we referred to as a 0–2–2/RSR schedule. In other
words, the last two retrieval trials were spaced out by two
intervening words (creating a change in the temporal context). In contrast, all retrieval trials that occurred for words
in the IR condition appeared immediately after a study trial
for that same word. Thus, no other words were presented
before retrieval trials, leading to a 0–0–0/IR schedule. Because the 0–0–0/IR schedule did not involve a change in
temporal context, limited to no contextual reinstatement
was assumed. Across both conditions, retrieval trials were
always followed by “study” trials that served as feedback
regardless of the child’s response. Additionally, as previously noted, the number of exposures and retrieval prompts
were equivalent across both learning conditions.

Behavioral Test Phase
Following the completion of the last block of the teaching phase on the second day, children were given a 5-min
break and then participated in a test phase. Word form recall and word meaning recall were tested (e.g., form: “What’s
this called? What do we call this?”; meaning-like: “What
does this one like? What does it like?”; and meaning-grow:
“What happens when it grows? When it grows, it…”). One
week following the 5-min test, the children returned and
repeated the word form and meaning recall tests; they also
completed a form–referent link recognition test. In the form–
referent link recognition test, they were presented with an
array of four pictures and asked to point to the picture that
corresponded to the label that was provided (e.g., “Where’s
the /nɛp/?”).

Scoring and Reliability
We scored child responses to the word form and meaning recall tests according to accurate responses within each

Figure 1. Learning condition design. IR = immediate retrieval; RSR = repeated spaced retrieval.
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learning condition. When scoring child attempts to produce the target, we first determined whether the child’s
production was a plausible or implausible attempt at the
target. When doing so, we referenced each child’s performance on a real word speech sound probe that we administered. The speech sound probe consisted of a list of
phrases or short sentences that contained a word with a
target phoneme to assess each phoneme and phoneme position that appeared in the novel words (e.g., /jʌt/ – “I
like you” “Wear a hat”). Next, we used an adapted version of the Edwards et al. (2004) scoring system, wherein
we assigned up to 3 points to each consonant for correct
place, manner, and voicing features and to each vowel for
correct backness, height, and length features. An additional point was given if the child produced the accurate prosodic shape of the target (e.g., CVCV). With this
combined score, we then determined whether the child’s
production had a higher score as an attempt at the target
word compared with a score that would have been attained
if the child’s production had been an attempt at a different novel word that had been taught. For instance, the
production of /pomɪg/ for the target word /pobɪk/ would
earn 14 points (3 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 1), but it would only
earn 10 points if it had been an attempt to produce /kodəm/
(2 + 3 + 1 + 2 + 1 + 1). If the child’s production score
aligned with the target word, the child was given credit
for accurately producing the target (e.g., a child production of /pomɪg/ was credited as an acceptable attempt for
/pobɪk/, resulting in 1 point contributing toward the word
form accuracy score). Accuracy scores for the meaning responses were focused on the semantic content of the word;
therefore, a point was granted even if the target word was
mispronounced (e.g., “wocks” for “rocks”). When creating
the word form and meaning accuracy scores, each word
form response and meaning response resulted in either
0 points or 1 point, which were then summed within a learning condition. Each word form and meaning was tested
twice, resulting in a maximum score of 6 points within each
learning condition.
Scoring reliability was conducted by a second person
who independently scored the 5-min and 1-week recall responses for five children (25%). Reliability was computed
by comparing the accuracy scores. Word form recall agreement was 98.33%, and word meaning recall agreement was
100% (for both likes and grows meaning tests).

Results
Word Form
In line with our previous RSR studies, the children
more successfully recalled the novel words that were taught
in the RSR condition relative to words that were taught in
the IR condition (Estimate = 1.53, SE = 0.32, t = 4.71,
p < .001). On average, the children scored 1.5 points higher
in the RSR condition than in the IR condition (5-min: MIR =
1.50, MRSR = 3.05, Cohen’s d = 0.75; 1-week: MIR = 1.40,
MRSR = 2.90, Cohen’s d = 0.83). There were no significant
differences in accuracy between the testing sessions (time:
Estimate = −0.13, SE = 0.32, t = −0.39, p = .70), and there
was no interaction between learning condition and time
(Estimate = −0.05, SE = 0.65, t = −0.08, p = .94). The RSR
advantage during the 5-min and 1-week tests is notable
given that recall accuracy on retrieval trials during the learning phase was higher for the words taught in the IR learning
condition (average IR recall accuracy during learning = 16.41
and average RSR recall accuracy during learning = 8.47,
with 18 recall prompts for each condition). See Figure 2
for the 5-min and 1-week recall accuracy.

Word Meaning
As also depicted in Figure 2, word meaning recall
was higher overall relative to word form recall. Importantly,
children more successfully recalled word meaning when the
semantic information was taught within the RSR learning
condition (Estimate = 0.70, SE = 0.15, t = 4.60, p < .001).
On average, the children scored 0.75 points higher when
recalling what each item likes (5-min: MIR = 4.55, MRSR =
5.15, Cohen’s d = 0.44; 1-week: MIR = 4.40, MRSR = 5.30,
Cohen’s d = 0.69) and 0.65 points higher when recalling
what happens when the item grows when taught in the
RSR condition relative to the IR condition (5-min: MIR =
4.70, MRSR = 5.35, Cohen’s d = 0.48; 1-week: MIR = 4.75,
MRSR = 5.40, Cohen’s d = 0.48). Additionally, the recall

Figure 2. Novel word recall—Form and meaning. Error bars represent
standard errors. Each word form and meaning was tested twice,
resulting in a maximum score of 6 within each learning condition.
IR = immediate retrieval; RSR = repeated spaced retrieval.

Analysis Plan
To address our research questions, we conducted a
series of mixed-effect models. In these models, the dependent variable consisted of either the sum of the word form
accuracy score or the sum of the word meaning accuracy
score from each learning condition and test session. The independent variables consisted of learning condition (IR vs.
RSR) and test session (5-min vs. 1-week). Random intercepts were set at the child level, and repeated measures
(e.g., word form recall at 5-min test and 1-week test) were
nested within the children.
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accuracy of the semantic information did not significantly
differ according to the type of semantic information (Estimate = −0.20, SE = 0.15, t = −1.31, p = .19). Also, there
was no significant effect of time (Estimate = 0.03, SE = 0.15,
t = 0.16, p = .87). Lastly, there were no significant interactions across learning condition, time, and semantic information (ps > .60).

Form–Referent Link Recognition
We also examined pointing accuracy for the form–
referent link recognition test that was administered at the
1-week test. There was no significant difference in pointing
accuracy between the learning conditions (Estimate = −0.45,
SE = 0.25, t = −1.77, p = .076). Overall, pointing accuracy
was high (MIR = 5.80, SDIR = 0.52; MRSR = 5.35, SDRSR =
1.04). Nine of the 20 children performed at ceiling for both
learning conditions during the form–referent link recognition test; seven additional children only produced one error
during the test.

Discussion
The behavioral results gathered from Experiment 1
provide additional support that RSR enhances word learning and retention more than a repeated IR schedule. Importantly, these results demonstrate that RSR facilitates
learning of both word form information and word meaning information. This finding is also notable because, relative to the Haebig et al. (2019) study, we have doubled
the semantic information that was associated with each
novel word. Despite this increased semantic load, children
were able to continue to demonstrate learning of word form
and meaning. The facilitation of multiple components of
word learning is important because effective word knowledge extends beyond having a phonological representation
of a word and mapping it to a referent. Holding a deeper
understanding of the word by associating it with other known
concepts allows the word to be more fully integrated within
the child’s mental lexicon and world knowledge. Furthermore, as shown in previous work, both breadth and depth
of word knowledge are important for concurrent and future
reading skills (Ouellette, 2006; Ouellette & Beers, 2010).
The current findings also provide further support that
spacing out retrieval is important. As previously noted, it is
believed that retrieval attempts that are spaced apart from
the presentation of the target information promote contextual reinstatement. During spaced retrieval, the child is likely
to reinstate the prior learning context for a specific piece of
information and strengthen cues from the learning context
that facilitated retrieval of the information. Additionally,
enhanced representations are believed to develop during retrieval attempts because features from the context during
retrieval may become integrated with the item representation. Lastly, the feedback that was provided (in the form
of a study trial that directly followed the retrieval trial) also
likely supported performance during the 5-min and 1-week
tests. The importance of spaced retrieval is especially notable

because, during the learning phase, the children successfully responded more frequently to the retrieval prompts
that occurred within the IR schedule relative to the RSR
schedule. Therefore, the production of the word form and
meaning during the learning phase alone is not sufficient
to yield successful recall during the 5-min test or the 1-week
test. Although repeated productions of targets have been
associated with more stable motor articulatory movements
when producing a newly learned word (Heisler et al., 2010),
our findings indicate that even the attempt to retrieve word
form and meaning information provides a larger boost in
learning and long-term (1-week) retention.
Across the behavioral tasks, the only test that did not
yield a significant learning condition effect was the form–
referent link recognition task. In this task, children were
required to only demonstrate fairly crude knowledge of the
word form and its association with a pictured referent. In
our previous word learning studies (Haebig et al., 2019;
Leonard, Karpicke, et al., 2019), the TD children also had
very high accuracy overall on the form–referent link recognition test, which did not differentiate according to the
learning condition. However, to assess the underlying processes associated with a receptive measure of word form,
Haebig et al. also included a task that measured ERPs
when children heard matching and mismatching picture–
label pairings. Haebig et al. identified differences in ERP
components when TD children were exposed to mismatching picture–label pairings only if the labels had been taught
in the RSR learning condition. In Experiment 2, we extend this work by examining the underlying neural patterns
associated with processing the newly taught word meaning
information.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we sought to provide more in-depth
information about the effects of retrieval practice on the
semantic aspects of word learning. To do this, we assessed
ERPs to compare the real-time neural indices underlying
semantic processing for word meanings that were taught
in the two learning conditions. Specifically, we assessed children’s learning of what each novel item “likes” (e.g., “A /nɛp/
likes worms.”). Online measures like ERPs provide complementary insight about the information processing that
precedes a behavioral response.
ERP components reflect synchronized neural activity
from a population of neurons that are elicited from a stimulus, such as a visual light, or reflect a cognitive process, such
as access to semantic information (Luck, 2014). Although
spatial resolution is poor, ERPs have high temporal resolution, providing valuable information about processing abilities (Luck, 2014). In Experiment 2, we focus on two ERP
components that are associated with lexical access and integration: the N400 and the late positive component (LPC).
The N400 component is believed to index lexicalsemantic access and the semantic fit of an item within a certain context (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kutas & Hillyard,
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1984). Following a semantic violation, such as a semantically
anomalous word within a sentence (e.g., “Grass is purple.”),
the N400 appears as an increase in negative polarity that
peaks between 200 and 600 ms. Years of research has documented the N400 in individuals ranging in age from infants to the geriatric population (Ford et al., 1996; Fox et al.,
2010; Parise & Csibra, 2012). Furthermore, a variety of experiment designs have been used to elicit the N400 in young
children, including auditory-only tasks with semantic congruity and incongruity and picture–label match–mismatch
tasks (e.g., Gerwin et al., 2021; Haebig et al., 2018; Kuipers
& Thierry, 2013; Lindau et al., 2017; Weber-Fox et al.,
2013). The N400 is most prominent in the centroparietal
electrodes. Furthermore, in contrast to young adults, the
mean amplitude of the N400 is typically larger and peaks
later in children (Hahne et al., 2004; Holcomb et al., 1992).
In addition, the N400 reduces in mean amplitude with repeating incongruent stimuli (Batterink & Neville, 2011;
Besson et al., 1992); however, even with repetition, the N400
remains detectible in preschool children (Haebig et al., 2018).
The ability to detect the N400 with nonsequentially repeating stimuli is particularly important for learning studies
because many experimental child studies must limit the
number of items that are taught to allow for a reasonable
degree of successful learning.
The LPC is a post-N400 ERP component that is associated with semantic processing (Juottonen et al., 1996;
Sabisch et al., 2006). Although the LPC has been associated with several cognitive processes, one semantically related process includes effortful postlexical integration of
verbal meaning following a semantic anomaly (Hahne et al.,
2004; Van Petten & Luka, 2012; Weber-Fox et al., 2013).
It is believed that the LPC may index additional processing resources that are necessary to support extended processing or semantic reanalysis (DeLong, Troyer, & Kutas, 2014;
Kolk et al., 2003). Furthermore, it has been suggested that
the N400 may primarily index automatic semantic processing, whereas the LPC may index more controlled/postlexical
processing that is associated with conflict monitoring and
semantic reanalysis and integration (DeLong, Quante, &
Kutas, 2014; Kutas et al., 2011; Van Petten & Luka, 2012;
although, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011, for a more thorough discussion of automatic and controlled semantic
processing associated with the N400). As with the N400,
developmental changes have been noted with the LPC.
Juottonen et al. (1996) suggest that the LPC may be more
evident when children develop more efficient semantic
memory processing abilities. Lastly, within individuals,
the LPC amplitude increases with nonsequentially repeated stimuli (Renoult et al., 2010), and the LPC can be
detected when TD preschool children view nonsequentially
repeated stimuli (Haebig et al., 2018).
Previous studies have used matching and mismatching picture–label pairings of familiar words to elicit the
N400 in young children (e.g., Haebig et al., 2018; Kuipers
& Thierry, 2013). In the word learning study presented by
Haebig et al. (2019), semantic processing was examined by
presenting pairs of matching and mismatching picture–label
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pairings of the newly taught words. Haebig et al. found
that, relative to matching (i.e., correct) picture–label trials,
mismatching trials elicited an N400. However, the N400
was only elicited when the label had been taught in the RSR
learning condition. Haebig et al. suggested that the children were more successful in learning the novel words that
were taught in the RSR condition, and therefore, mismatching picture–label pairings elicited a more pronounced N400.
In contrast, the novel words were less successfully learned
when they were taught in the IR condition (that involved
little to no contextual reinstatement), and thus, mismatching picture–label pairings elicited a nondetectable N400. In
this study, we extend the previous experiment by using ERPs
to examine a different aspect of lexical-semantic knowledge
acquired in the word learning task, that is, word meaning
information. Because we demonstrated that children were
successful in learning what each item likes in both learning conditions in Haebig et al. (2019), in this study, we
anticipated that trials that presented incorrect label–meaning
pairings would elicit an N400 and LPC. However, we predicted that children would demonstrate more efficient semantic processing when the semantic information had been
taught within the RSR learning condition relative to the IR
condition. Efficiency of processing would be demonstrated
by earlier-emerging ERP components (Haebig et al., 2017;
Pijnacker et al., 2017). Previous work has examined differences in the timing of ERP components such as the N400
in children that differ in age (e.g., 3-year-olds vs. 4-yearolds; Silva-Pereyra et al., 2005) and children that have typical and impaired language (e.g., TD vs. DLD; Pijnacker
et al., 2017). Across these studies, differences in the early
and late ERP component windows have been interpreted
as indexing differences in processing rate or processing
efficiency (Holcomb et al., 1992; Pijnacker et al., 2017;
Silva-Pereyra et al., 2005).

Method
Participants
All of the children from Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 2 during the 1-week test visit; however, data from three of the children were not included in
Experiment 2 because they did not yield enough usable
EEG data to be retained in the analyses. This subset of
17 children had a mean chronological age of (5.10 years
(SD = 0.64). The Experiment 2 study also was approved
by the Institutional Review Board. All participants provided
verbal assent, and a parent or legal guardian provided informed written consent.

EEG/ERP Test Phase
As previously noted, long-term retention of knowledge of the novel words and their meanings was tested a
week following the completion of the word learning task.
During the 1-week test session, children completed a semantic processing task during which online EEG data were
collected. As a first step in examining the neural correlates
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of semantic processing of newly taught semantic features,
we assessed only one of the semantic features that was
taught: what each item likes. Data from Haebig et al. (2019)
demonstrated that children were able to learn what each
item likes in a similar word learning task, justifying the a
priori selection of this semantic feature in this study. Furthermore, as reported in Experiment 1, recall of the two
different semantic features did not statistically differ; therefore, we would not expect the ERP patterns to be different
if we had used the other semantic feature. The semantic
processing task followed a match–mismatch paradigm. During match trials, a picture of one of the novel words was
displayed on a screen and an auditory recording of the
correct label and correct semantic information was played
(e.g., visual stimuli: picture of a nep; auditory stimuli: “A
/nɛp/ likes worms.”) via sound field at approximately 65 dB.
In mismatch trials, the semantic information did not correspond to the target but instead corresponded to one of the
other five targets (e.g., visual stimuli: picture of a nep;
auditory stimuli: “A /nɛp/ likes rain.”). At the end of each
trial, children judged whether the semantic information was
correct or incorrect. Each semantic target was presented
20 times, that is, 10 in the match condition and 10 in the
mismatch condition, resulting in a total of 120 test trials.
Match and mismatch trials were pseudorandomized so that
there were never more than three match or mismatch trials
in a row and no more than three consecutive IR or RSR
stimuli presented. In addition, the same label never appeared
sequentially more than twice, and the same label–meaning
pairing never repeated in sequential trials.
Visual task stimuli consisted of two-dimensional
pictures that depicted each referent; these were the same pictures that were used during the teaching phase of the word
learning study. The images were approximately 23.5 cm
wide and 18 cm tall and were presented on a 47.5-cm monitor that was 164 cm in front of the child. Auditory stimuli
were recorded from a young female adult with a Midwestern
dialect. Event codes were inserted into the audio files to mark
the acoustic onset of the semantic feature. The recorded
sentences were an average of 2,107 ms in length and ranged
in duration between 1,803 and 2,334 ms, and the length of
the final word in the sentence (semantic feature) had a mean
duration of 813 ms (range: 662–946 ms). Sound stimuli were
normalized to have an amplitude of approximately 65 dB
using Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2006).
At the beginning of the task, the examiner explained
to the child that he/she was going to see pictures and hear
sentences. The examiner also explained that some of the
sentences were right and others were not right and that the
child was going to tell her whether each one was right. Children first completed eight practice trials during which different familiar pictures (e.g., baby and fish) appeared on the
screen and an auditory sentence was presented with semantically congruent/matching or incongruent/mismatching information (e.g., matching: “A baby likes a bottle.”; mismatching:
“A fish likes a bottle.”). Children were prompted to judge
whether or not the sentence made sense by verbally saying
“yes/no” or “good/not good.” The examiner provided

feedback to the children about their judgments. Following
the practice trials, the children completed 120 test trials.
At the beginning of each trial, one of the six images appeared
in the center of the screen at a height visual angle of 3.14°
and width visual angle of 4.19°. The picture remained on
the screen in silence for 500 ms before the auditory stimuli
were presented via a speaker that was mounted above the
display screen. Following the completion of the audio file,
the picture remained on the screen for an additional 1,000
ms (the total time of picture on display was approximately
3,000 ms). Afterwards, a question mark “?” appeared in the
center of the screen to prompt the child to judge whether
the label and semantic information matched or mismatched.
Once the child made a verbal judgment, the examiner recorded the child’s response by pressing one of two buttons
on a response pad. Once the child’s response was recorded,
the question mark was replaced by a picture of a smiling
child who was sitting until the examiner advanced the task
to the next trial. See Figure 3 for a depiction of the trial
progression. Throughout the task, 14 breaks were provided,
that is, one every 8–12 trials. Half of the breaks consisted
of short video clips (4–5 s) of nature scenes with music or
other engaging stimuli; the other half consisted of an engaging picture. During a break with a picture, the child was
allowed to place a sticker on a visual schedule to chart
progress through the task.
EEG Recordings
While the children completed the task, EEG data
were also being recorded. We measured electrical activity
at the scalp using a 32-electrode array, secured in an elastic cap (ActiveTwo head cap, Cortech Solutions). The
electrodes were positioned over homologous hemisphere
Figure 3. Event-related brain potential task trial.
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locations according to the International 10–10 system
(Jurcak et al., 2007). Locations were as follows: lateral sites
F7/F8, FC5/FC6, T7/T8, CP5/CP6, and P7/P8; midlateral
sites FP1/FP2, AF3/AF4, FC1/FC2, F3/F4, CP1/CP2, P3/P4,
PO3/PO4, and O1/O2; and midline sites FZ, CZ, PZ, and
OZ. The electrical recordings were referenced to the average of the electrodes on the left and right mastoids during
the data-processing procedures. Electrodes placed over the
left and right outer canthi recorded horizontal eye movements. Vertical eye movement was monitored through recordings from electrodes placed over the left inferior and
superior orbital ridge. The continuous electroencephalogram
data were recorded using the Biosemi ActiveTwo system.
ERP Measures
The EEG data were processed using EEGLAB and
ERPLAB (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2010), which are
MATLAB toolboxes (MathWorks). The EEG signals were
downsampled at a rate of 256 Hz and were bandpass filtered from 0.1 to 30 Hz with a 12-dB roll-off to remove
high-frequency noise and to minimize offsets and drift. Eye
artifact was removed through independent component analysis (ICA; EEGLAB). ICA identifies independent sources of
EEG signals and yields components that represent patterns
from the EEG signal. Components that represent artifact,
such as blinks, horizontal eye movements, and voltage drifts,
were identified by two independent trained research assistants, and discrepancies were resolved by a third research
assistant. The data were epoched from 200 ms prior to the
onset of the semantic feature to 2,000 ms poststimulus to
allow for averaging and ERP component measures. Epochs
were baseline corrected from −200 ms to the onset of the
semantic feature (0 ms). The EEG channels underwent
automatic voltage-dependent thresholds to remove any
trials that still contained artifact. Each participant was required to contribute at least 18 artifact-free trials within
each condition, similar to other preschool child ERP studies
(e.g., Gerwin et al., 2021; Haebig et al., 2019; Pijnacker
et al., 2017; Silva-Pereyra et al., 2005). Within the IR condition, the average number of artifact-free trials within the
match condition was 24.35 and that within the mismatch
condition was 24.94. Within the RSR condition, the average number of artifact-free trials within the match condition was 24.24 and that within the mismatch condition was
23.82. Finally, the EEG epochs from artifact-free trials were
averaged within task conditions for each individual, and
analyses were conducted to examine the N400 and LPC
ERP components.
For each ERP component, we determined the region
of interest (ROI) by consulting the literature and examining the grand average waveforms. We measured the N400
from centroparietal electrodes (CP1, CP2, CZ, and PZ) and
we measured the LPC from parietal-occipital electrodes
(PO3, PO4, O1, OZ, and O2). For both the N400 and the
LPC, we captured the temporal aspects by selecting two windows for each component: one representing an early window
and another representing a late window (Haebig et al., 2019;
Pijnacker et al., 2017). The early N400 temporal window
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was set to 300–500 ms, and the late N400 window was
set to 500–700 ms, aligning with the N400 child literature
(Haebig et al., 2018, 2019; Juottonen et al., 1996; Pijnacker
et al., 2017; Sabisch et al., 2006). The early and late LPC
windows were 1,000–1,200 ms and 1,200–1,500 ms, respectively. Our LPC temporal windows also aligned with the
LPC child literature (Haebig et al., 2018; Juottonen et al.,
1996; Sabisch et al., 2006; Weber-Fox et al., 2013). In addition to referring to the literature and the grand average
waveforms to select our temporal windows, we examined
each child’s waveforms to ensure that the windows captured
the components of interest.
Analysis Procedures
We used mixed-effect models to examine whether there
were differences in behavioral judgments and mean amplitude for ERP components according to learning condition.
As before, random intercepts were set at the child level, and
repeated measures (e.g., match/mismatch, ROI electrodes)
were nested within the children. When analyzing the behavioral judgments, we controlled for response bias by calculating A’ scores and using them as the dependent variable
(Grier, 1971; Rice et al., 1999). Briefly, A’ scores serve as
a measure of the proportion of correct responses in a twoalternative forced-choice task. The A’ value consists of
scores from a control condition and an experimental condition (e.g., matching sentences and mismatching sentences).
The formula is as follows: A’ = 0.5 + (y – x) (1 + y – x) /
4y (1 – x), where y represents correct identifications (hits)
and x represents incorrect identifications (false alarms;
Linebarger et al., 1983). An A’ value of 1.00 represents
perfect discrimination of correct and incorrect sentences.
An A’ value of 0.50 indicates chance performance, for example, a “yes” response to 50% of the correct sentences
and to 50% of the semantically anomalous sentences.

Results
Behavioral Performance
We first assessed children’s behavioral judgments
made during the ERP task. Descriptively, the children had
a mean A′ score of 0.81 (SD = 0.17) for the IR condition
and a mean A′ score of 0.84 (SD = 0.17) for the RSR condition. Judgment accuracy did not statistically differ according to learning condition (Estimate = −0.45, SE =
0.25, t = −1.77, p = .08).

N400 Mean Amplitude
Next, we examined the ERPs to better understand
the neural indices associated with processing the semantic
information that was taught using the IR and RSR schedules. Figure 4 depicts the waveforms for the IR and RSR
conditions. When comparing match and mismatch trials
within the IR learning condition, we found that there was
no significant difference in mean amplitude between the
match and mismatch trials during the early N400 window
(Estimate = 0.26, SE = 0.75, t = 0.34, p = .73). However,
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Figure 4. Waveforms within the N400 region of interest (ROI) and late positive component (LPC) ROI. The waveforms in panel “a” of the figure
include all electrode cites that comprised each ROI. Panel “b” of the figure provides an enlarged image of one electrode cite for the N400
and the LPC. Within each, the gray rectangles depict the early and late windows that were examined to better capture the temporal differences
of the event-related brain potential components.

during the late window, an N400 was elicited by mismatching label–meaning pairings (i.e., mismatch trials; Estimate =
−2.95, SE = 0.88, t = −3.34, p = .001).
In contrast to the IR condition, when comparing the
mean amplitude values between the match and mismatch
trials within the RSR condition, we found that there was a
significant difference between match and mismatch trials
during both the early and late N400 windows (Estimate =
−2.25, SE = 0.74, t = −3.04, p = .003; Estimate = −2.37,
SE = 0.81, t = −2.94, p = .004, respectively). The mismatch
trials elicited a robust N400 during both the early and late
windows.
To directly compare the IR and RSR conditions, we
examined the difference waves. Within the early N400 window, the difference between match and mismatch trials was
significantly larger when the word meanings were taught
within the RSR learning condition (Estimate = −2.50, SE =
1.10, t = −2.28, p = .024). However, because the N400 elicited from mismatch trials was robust within the late N400
window across both learning conditions, there was no significant difference in the difference-wave mean amplitudes between the learning conditions in the later window (Estimate =
0.58, SE = 1.06, t = 0.55, p = .584). Figure 5 depicts the
mean amplitude from the difference waves for each learning condition and ERP window.

LPC Mean Amplitude
We also compared the LPC as an additional measure of semantic processing. When examining the difference between match and mismatch trials for word labels
and meanings that were taught in the IR condition, we
found a significant difference during the early LPC window
(Estimate = 3.42, SE = 0.97, t = 3.52, p < .001). Mismatching label–meaning pairs were associated with a positive shift
in polarity following the N400 component. However, there
was no significant difference in mean amplitude between
match and mismatch trials during the late LPC window
(Estimate = 0.25, SE = 0.92, t = 0.28, p = .783). Next, we
examined the difference between match and mismatch trials
for items that were taught within the RSR learning condition. RSR mismatching label–meaning pairs elicited a significant positive polarity shift following the N400 component
during both the early and late LPC windows (Estimate =
5.41, SE = 1.22, t = 4.45, p < .001; Estimate = 3.82, SE =
1.22, t = 3.12, p = .002, respectively).
Lastly, we directly compared the LPC associated with
the difference between match and mismatch trials for each
learning condition. There was no significant difference in the
mean amplitude of the LPC during the early LPC window
(Estimate = 1.99, SE = 1.41, t = 1.42, p = .159). However,
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Figure 5. Mean amplitude difference between match and mismatch trials within learning condition. Error bars represent
standard error. IR = immediate retrieval; LPC = late positive component; RSR = repeated spaced retrieval.

as depicted in Figure 5, there was a significant difference
during the late LPC window (Estimate = 3.57, SE = 1.31,
t = 2.72, p = .007), indexing a continued positive polarity
elicited by mismatching label–meaning pairings for items
taught within the RSR condition.1

Discussion
The ERP data provide further evidence that RSR
promotes word learning. In particular, our ERP data highlight deeper aspects of meaning and semantic processing
compared to the relatively more superficial label–referent
word learning associations that we documented in a previous study (Haebig et al., 2019). To our knowledge, our
ERP data provide the first demonstration of examining
newly associated word meanings (i.e., labels and semantic
information) by testing these learned associations using
the N400 and LPC in preschool children. In the previous
literature, the N400 and LPC have been used to examine
processing of already-known semantic associates (e.g., shoe–
sock, “eat a blanket”; Pijnacker et al., 2017; Sirri & Rämä,
2015; Torkildsen et al., 2007). In order to elicit an N400
and LPC in this study, the children needed to first learn
that one semantic feature was linked to a specific label. Once
this connection was learned, a semantically incongruent
label–meaning pairing elicited semantic reanalysis, resulting in an N400 and LPC. The differences in timing of the
ERP components indicate that the children attained different levels of learning when novel word labels and meanings
1

These patterns of findings hold even if the N400 and LPC data are
analyzed differently, with models that contain data from both the
early and late windows. As would be expected, there were significant
interactions between trial type (match–mismatch) and window (early–
late) for the IR learning condition. Additionally, models testing the
difference-wave mean amplitudes also yielded significant interactions
between learning condition and window.
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were taught using the IR learning schedule versus the RSR
learning schedule.
As with the behavioral data, the ERP data indicate
that the children learned the word meaning information
better when it was taught in the RSR learning condition.
Mismatching label–meaning pairings that were taught in
the RSR learning condition resulted in an earlier onset of
the N400 (with significant differences between match and
mismatch trials for both the early and late N400 windows).
Similarly, mismatch trials corresponding to the RSR learning condition elicited an LPC with a longer duration, relative to the LPC associated with the IR learning condition.
These findings indicate that the novel word labels were more
effective in priming the corresponding semantic information if the words had been taught in the RSR learning condition. Our ERP findings aligned with our predictions. We
interpret the earlier occurring N400 associated with the
RSR learning condition as an indication that the children
were more quickly able to detect the error in the mismatching label–meaning pairings, demonstrating more efficient
processing.
Additionally, we interpret the LPC with a longer duration associated with items taught in the RSR learning
condition as an indication that the children more strongly
associated the label–meaning pairings, given previous findings that suggest the LPC is more evident when children
are more efficient in processing such semantic information
(Juottonen et al., 1996). A recent study that applied RSR
in an adjective word learning task has also reported differences in the LPC (Gerwin et al., 2021). Gerwin et al. found
that mismatch trials elicited a more mature LPC profile for
adjectives that were taught in an RSR learning condition
relative to a repeated study learning condition. They also
suggested that the preschool children likely formed a richer
representation for the words (adjectives) that were taught
in the RSR condition and were therefore more efficient in
the semantic reanalysis associated with the LPC.
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It is notable that the ERP data differentiated the
learning conditions while the child judgments did not. This
highlights the benefit of incorporating ERPs because they
offered information that was more sensitive and revealed
learning differences during a receptive task that the behavioral judgments were not able to provide (see also Malins
et al., 2013; Shafer et al., 2005, 2011). These findings also
complement the ERP findings presented in Haebig et al.
(2019), wherein a different sample of TD preschool children
demonstrated a more robust N400 when presented with
mismatching label–referent mappings when the novel word
labels had been taught in the RSR relative to the IR learning condition. Therefore, across the two studies, we have
demonstrated that RSR promotes multiple aspects of word
learning that can be detected when examining the neural
indices of lexical-semantic processing.

General Discussion
The behavioral and neural data presented in this study
provide complementary support to the assertion that RSR
promotes multiple aspects of word learning in preschool
children. Our results indicate that RSR learning schedules
promote the learning of both word form information and
word meaning information. In this study, we extended the
word learning results presented in Haebig et al. (2019) and
shifted our focus to word meaning. This was done by doubling
the semantic information that was taught about each novel
word (e.g., what each item likes and what happens to each
item when it grows). In addition, we carefully examined
word meaning by measuring ERP components to assess the
neural underpinnings of processing deeper semantic information than mere label–referent mappings. In this unique
contribution to the literature, we first demonstrated that
preschool children develop semantically rich representations
for novel words and that evidence of lexical-semantic learning can be demonstrated at the behavioral and neural levels.
The second contribution that this study provides is that rich
lexical-semantic learning is promoted when learning experiences incorporate RSR over and above learning experiences
that incorporate repeated IR.

Word Form
Our word label recall data replicate the Haebig et al.
(2019) finding that RSR promotes the learning of word
form in preschool children relative to IR. In Experiment 1,
we found that, on average, children accurately recalled 1.5
more novel labels for words that were taught in the RSR
learning condition. We interpret this large effect in learning
condition as children develop enhanced representations of
the word form, which was facilitated by prompts to retrieve
the novel words in slightly changing contexts, that is, by
retrieving words following an exposure to a different novel
word. The contextual reinstatement required during the spaced
retrieval is believed to strengthen recall not only by developing the enhanced representation during each spaced

retrieval attempt but also by restricting the memory search
set during retrieval (Karpicke et al., 2014). Furthermore,
as previously noted, the RSR benefit at the 5-min and
1-week tests was impressive given that the opposite pattern
of recall accuracy was observed during the learning phase.
During learning, children were more accurate in recalling
the word forms for items taught in the IR condition relative to the RSR condition. Therefore, it is believed that the
act of attempting to retrieve the word following a delay from
the study trial (RSR) promotes learning.
The current findings are also notable because word
form learning does not appear to have been negatively impacted by the increase in semantic information that was
taught. Descriptively, the children in this study demonstrated
similar word form recall accuracy relative to the TD children in the Haebig et al. (2019) study, wherein only one
semantic feature was taught. However, it is important to
note that the frequency of word form exposure was not
equivalent across the two studies; this study design included
additional exposure to the word form (32 total exposures)
relative to the Haebig et al. (2019) study (24 total exposures
to word form).
Additionally, although the RSR learning condition
effect was strong in the word recall task, this was not the
case for the form–referent link recognition test. Given that
the receptive pointing task only required children to demonstrate a minimum of superficial knowledge of word form
information, it is not surprising that the children had nearceiling performance for the words that were taught in both
learning conditions. The more stringent and sensitive test
incorporated in this study was the recall test. Our word form
recall test findings not only replicate the behavioral findings
presented in Haebig et al. (2019) but also align with their
ERP evidence of enhanced learning of word form information when words were taught in the RSR learning condition.
Lastly, it is notable that the children retained their knowledge
of word form at both the 5-min and 1-week test points.

Word Meaning
Despite teaching double the amount of word meaning information in this study, the children continued to demonstrate high levels of successful learning of word meaning.
The children also demonstrated improved learning of semantic information when the word meanings were taught
within the RSR learning schedule relative to the IR learning schedule. On average, the children recalled almost one
additional word meaning that corresponded to what each
item likes (0.75 points higher word meaning scores) and
word meanings corresponding to what happens when each
item grows (0.65 points higher) if taught within the RSR
learning condition. This pattern aligns with the word meaning recall findings presented in the studies of Haebig et al.
(2019) and Leonard, Karpicke, et al. (2019) when word
meaning only consisted of information about what each
item likes. Importantly, the pattern of strong recall of word
meaning information and enhanced recall for RSR items
was apparent at the 5-min and 1-week test points.
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In contrast to the expressive measure of word meaning, during the receptive match–mismatch label–meaning
pairing judgment task, children did not demonstrate significantly better behavioral accuracy when judging pairings
for items taught within one learning condition or the other.
As with the receptive form–referent link recognition task,
our receptive measure of word meaning was not particularly taxing. Given this, we benefitted from including an
online measure of processing during this task. The N400
and LPC ERP components provided meaningful insight
into more subtle differences in semantic learning attained
through the two learning conditions. Although mismatching label–meaning pairings elicited the N400 and LPC for
both learning conditions, we identified differences in the
temporal aspects of each ERP component. The onset of
the N400 occurred earlier, within the early N400 window,
if the word meaning had been taught in the RSR learning condition. This indicates that the children may have
been more efficient in processing and identifying the label–
meaning mismatch. Furthermore, the mismatch trials resulted in a more persistent LPC, significant for both the
early and late LPC windows when meaning had been taught
in the RSR learning condition, indexing that the mismatching label–meaning pairings caused greater disruptions in
processing when feature–label pairings were more strongly
associated to one another.
Although we are not aware of a previous study using
ERPs to measure the strength of associative learning in preschool children, other studies have used eye-gaze measures
to assess online processing of newly associated familiar
words in preschool children. For instance, Borovsky et al.
(2014) briefly taught associations between familiar words
to preschool and school-age children (e.g., “The mouse is
eating an apple”; Borovsky et al., 2014). Following the
learning phase, Borovsky et al. used online eye tracking
to assess children’s anticipatory looks between the agent
(e.g., mouse) and the target (e.g., apple). Borovsky et al.
found that, following this brief teaching phase, the preschool children were less efficient in associating the two
familiar words, resulting in a lack of anticipatory looks
to the target, despite being able to associate the words in
an offline measure. School-age children, however, demonstrated anticipatory looks. Borovsky et al. suggested
that the preschool children may have been less efficient in
reactivating the newly taught associative pairs. This pattern
of results and interpretation aligns with our ERP findings.
In this study, it is likely that the preschool children developed a stronger associative pairing between the novel word
form and the word meaning when they had been taught in
the RSR learning condition relative to the IR learning condition. As a result, the picture of the referent and presentation of the novel label served as stronger primes to the word
meaning for RSR meanings. This led to more efficient processing, with RSR mismatching trials eliciting an earlier
N400 and a more persistent LPC in our preschool sample. In contrast, the priming between the label and meaning
may have been weaker for IR items, and mismatched pairings between the two were less efficiently processed.
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Study Limitations
Although this study contributes novel information
about word learning to the retrieval practice literature, we
must acknowledge some limitations. First, this study only
examined novel noun learning. Although this reflects the
broader word learning literature, future work should have
a more concerted effort to examining other word classes.
Two recent studies have reported adjective word learning
while employing retrieval practice techniques (Gerwin et al.,
2021; Leonard, Deevy, et al., 2019). Additional word classes
will provide insight into children’s ability to learn new words
and to generalize their knowledge in different ways (e.g., by
flexibly changing features of tense and agreement for verbs).
Second, this study would have benefited from a larger sample
size and different age groups to develop a more in-depth
understanding of word learning and age-related differences
in the neural underpinnings of word processing. Third, the
ERP task design included differences in the number of times
stimuli were repeated. Specifically, during the match trials,
each word and its corresponding meaning (e.g., “A /nɛp/
likes worms.”) repeated 10 times throughout the task. In
contrast, mismatching stimuli (e.g., “A /nɛp/ likes clouds.”)
were presented only twice, and different semantic information was paired with each label across the mismatch trials.
Therefore, although each semantic feature (e.g., worms and
clouds) appeared 10 times in a match condition and 10 times
in a mismatch condition, the specific sentence frame in the
mismatch condition was only presented twice. Previous
studies have demonstrated that stimuli repetition can influence ERP components (Besson & Kutas, 1993; Besson et al.,
1992). It is possible that the frequent repetitions in the match
condition may have strengthened the matching label–
meaning associations and, as a result, enhanced the N400
and LPC for the mismatch trials. Importantly though, the
numbers of repetitions were exactly the same across both
learning conditions. Therefore, any influence the repetitions
may have had would have equally influenced both learning
conditions.

Clinical Implications and Future Studies
This study provides support to the use of RSR to
promote learning in children (Gordon, 2020; Karpicke et al.,
2016; Leonard, Deevy, et al., 2019). The emphasis on word
meaning in this study is particularly relevant because depth
of word knowledge is predictive of important literacy and
academic outcomes in children (Ouellette, 2006). In addition, previous word learning studies of children from at-risk
populations have found that emphasizing word meaning
through elaboration during teaching or providing explicit
definitions or linguistic contexts to support word meaning
supports word learning in children (Justice et al., 2005;
Ralph et al., 2020; Wilkinson & Houston-Price, 2013). Although these studies have incorporated learning strategies
such as providing frequent repetitions, elaborations, and
explicit definitions, they have not incorporated prompts for
retrieval practice. Applying RSR to such word learning experiences would appear to be beneficial.
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Although this study provides meaningful evidence
supporting the utility of RSR, future work could further
advance our understanding of RSR. Such work also could
facilitate the development of learning tasks that optimize
learning while also fitting into realistic educational and therapeutic curricula. For instance, although RSR was found to
be superior to IR in this study, the TD children only learned
a portion of the novel word forms that were taught. It is possible that future studies may find a more effective learning
schedule that incorporates RSR to facilitate word learning
to a larger extent. Additionally, although recent work has
begun to explore the effects of RSR on word learning in preschool children with DLD (Haebig et al., 2019; Leonard
et al., 2020; Leonard, Deevy, et al., 2019; Leonard, Karpicke,
et al., 2019), other populations with known language learning
difficulties would benefit from similar research (e.g., children
with dyslexia, autism spectrum disorder, and Down syndrome). Lastly, future studies should examine whether RSR
promotes word learning for other word classes and if word
learning is sufficiently enhanced to promote different types
of generalization.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that at both the
behavioral and neural levels, RSR enhances multiple aspects
of word learning (i.e., word form and meaning). These findings highlight the importance of spaced retrieval relative to
IR. Given the importance of word knowledge for child outcomes, it will be important to extend this research to different
populations and tasks that more closely match educational
materials and activities.
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